Deemed Supply in GST (Gift Rule)
This Support note is suitable for:
MYOB Accounting V 21 Malaysia and MYOB Premier V16 Malaysia.

Introduction
Deemed Supply may apply where no consideration is received for the supply of goods or services.
Examples of Deemed Supply are:

•
•
•
•

Barter arrangements where goods sold are settled by other goods from customer
Free gift worth more than RM500 to staff
Hamper worth more than RM500 to customer
Free bottles of regularly sold shampoo to customers

If your goods have market value and you give it away for free, it is a “deemed supply and you must account
the output tax

•
•
•
•

Tax based on the open market
value of the goods, unless:
the cost of the gifts or goods is not more than rm500; or

you did not claim input tax on the purchase/import of the goods

How Do l handle Deemed Supply GST in MYOB
Example:
1st Scenario :
You purchased a hamper from a GST registered supplier on 1 April 2015 at RM1,000 and claimed the RM60
GST (input tax).
You subsequently gave the hamper free to one of your loyal customers.
It is a “deemed supply” and you must account output tax based on the open market value of the
Goods.
Step 1 : Create tax code “DS 1
Go to List > Tax code > New :
GST code is DS
The link account for Tax collected must be linked to “Input Tax”
The Link account for Tax paid is “Output Tax”
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Step 2 : Enter the purchases of hamper for GST registered supplier
Go to purchase > enter purchases with TX code

Enter the supplier’s bill with TX code (use service layout), please use purchases account.
In the second Line of the bill, key in the bill amount (negative) with DS1 Tax code.
In the third line of the bill, key in the bill amount (positive) with N-T Tax code.
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Step 3 : Please recap the transactions, the input GST will be charged back into Output GST amount.

Note: Input GST paid to GST registered supplier is accounted into Output tax and the business has to bear
the input paid to supplier (business charge itself the GST).
2nd Scenario :

If the cost of the Free Gift is not more than RM500.00 given to the same customer in the same year is not
subject to GST. However, input tax incurred is claimable.
However, there is a situation when in the same year, you are supplying free gift few times (more than 1
time) to the same customer or employee.
Example:
In April 2015, a gift supply to customer worth RM300 (No deemed supply and no output tax is accounted
because gift amount is less than RM500). But when you purchase the gift, you still can claim the input GST.
But in September 2015, another gift worth RM400 supply to the same customer in the same year. So the
total gift supply to customer for the year is RM700 (RM300 + RM400) which exceeds RM500 Gift Rule.
In this example, by September 2015 it is a deemed supply and the output tax has to be accounted because
you have to take into account the first gift given before RM300 (April) plus another one RM400
(September).
So in total the gift worth is RM700 and the output GST must to be accounted based on the RM700.
Based on this scenario, it is important to keep track the amount of the gift supply given to each customer so
that you can key in and report the correct adjustment for Deemed supply. You can use contact log under
card file to record and log in the gift amount given to your customers or employees.
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Step 1:
Record the first Purchases of free gift On April 2015 amount RM300 as per normal with TX tax code (if the
supplier is GST Registered).
Go to purchase > enter purchases with TX code

Enter the supplier’s bill with TX code (use service layout), please use purchases account.
There is no adjustment for deemed supply because the gift amount is less than RM500.

Note : The input tax RM16.98 can be claimed during the GST 3 submission for the period.
Step 2:
Record or log in the gift amount given to customer into contact log so that you can keep track the total gifts
supply to your customers.
Go to Card File > Contact Log > New > Select the Customer’s name > key in the Gift details
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Step 3:
Record the second purchases of free gift On September 2015 amount RM400 with TX tax code

(if the supplier

is GST Registered).
Go to purchase > enter purchases with TX code > Amount RM400

Step 4:
Record or log in again the 2nd gift amount given to customer into contact log so that you can keep track the
total gifts supply to your customers.

Step 5:
Record the adjustment for Deemed supply.
Before recording the adjustment, please note the following:
The total Gift given to customer for the year is RM700 (inclusive GST) (already exceeded the gift rule
RM500). So, you need to account for Output Tax based on total gift given for the year: RM700
(Note : The total Input tax to be accounted as output tax is RM39.62: (1st Gift input tax: 16.98 plus 2nd Gift
input tax : 22.64)
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How to record the deemed supply adjustment and to account the Input tax into Output tax:
Go to Accounts > Record journal entry

Step 6:
Please record the output tax that has been accounted as deemed supply in the contact log so that you can
always keep track.
Step 7 :
Please check the impact after deemed supply adjustment is recorded.
Before adjustment of deemed supply:
Using this example, please note that the total Input GST for the 2 gift given is RM39.62. But as at
September 2015 the total input tax is RM22.64: (RM39.62 LESS RM16.98) because the input tax for 1st gift
(RM16.98) has been claimed and assumes that CUSTOM has refunded the Input tax amount to you.
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Because of the deemed supply, the input tax for the 1st gift that you have claimed from CUSTOM must be
refunded back to CUSTOM.

So, after adjustment Please check the output tax for that period (September) :

Based on this scenario, the total GST liabilities are RM16.98. This is the Input tax for the 1st gift that
CUSTOM has credited to you which you need to submit back to CUSTOM because of deemed supply when
the second gift was supplied and it exceeds the RM500 GIFT RULE.
If there is another gift given in the same year supply again to the same customer, you just need to deemed
supply for that gift amount given and same adjustment applies.
Conclusion: Input GST paid to GST registered supplier is accounted into Output tax and the business has to
bear the input paid of the gift (business charge itself the GST), in other word, the input GST is absorbed or
included in the purchases or expenses account for the GIFT.
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